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Yesterday, the Cleveland Cavaliers game against New Orleans pelicans team NBA game, James put on the Nike for the new
building of the black and yellow color Nike LeBron 12 version of PE boots. Megafuse shoes by the yellow cover, while the
Hyperposite and Swoosh by a black dress, sideways with red white stroke Swoosh, finally with the new air sign, the overall style of
regal. 
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New Balance, inspired by tea and coffee from the west, reshaped the little-known running shoe 878, which was born in 1990. The
body of the shoe is still using nylon mesh surface splicing suede classic combination, with dark gray and white milk for upper primary
colors, and inside details is the choice of blue decoration, in the bottom is still equipped with ABZORB signs of shock technology,
finally equipped with retro flavor rich coffee color outside the bottom end. 
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Adidas designer Marc Dolce first on foot to experience this futuristic shoes Adidas Futurecraft 3D print, and today the network also
released a set of photos on foot again Mito, let us preview. This takes Ultra Boost as the prototype, remove the shoe body flanking
the Cage stent and to make the whole more stable heel piece light, upper part of the three-dimensional network structure using
Primeknit woven material production, while the use of classic pure white decoration uppers, and all over the body of the shoe holes to
enhance the permeability, finally presented in the bottom equipped with 3D printing. 
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adidas Consortium from the marathon performance design from Boston Super and Marathon TR extraordinary two running shoes in
inspiration, and launched Boost Mid and Energy composed of Ultra Boost Run Thru Time. Two new Primeknit Boost top
configuration collocation are crafted, supplemented by 3M decorative details, interested friends please pay more attention. 
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